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Academic philosophy is the classical case of theoretical thinking, 
but meanwhile it is a sphere of the practice of reasoning. Academic 
philosophy acquires the following of some rules, but inside these rules 
obeisance philosopher could make daring experiments – both intellectual 
and behavioral. Just for the first time it looks like a narrow corridor of 
opportunities, every next attempt gives more freedom – up to the 
possibility to change the very rules of philosophizing. 
Crucial for the academic philosophy is to care about the 
concordance with heritage of classical philosophy. It could be quite 
radical critique of this heritage, but it could never be non-acquaintance 
or even an ignorance of it. Philosophical practice is always a dialogue 
and dispute – open or hidden – with philosophical classics. Academic 
philosophical practice is always clear argumentation: enough articulated 
and – in the better assays – literally and logically verified, artistically 
and dramatic performed. 
Good style for academic philosophy is to demonstrate bright and 
convincing conceptualization of own philosophical credo. Academic 
virtue is the accurate usage of philosophical concepts and fine art of 
composition of theoretical knowledge in practical agency for a 
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pragmatic aim achievement. It should be not simple technical skill or 
theoretical craft, but philosophical practical finesse. It could be refined 
only in discussions as an academic philosophical eloquence virtue. 
